To ensure transparency about company and Sector affiliation, when participating in a stakeholder meeting, the following information is required:

A. When signing into WebEx or other electronic meeting systems, stakeholders are encouraged to provide their full first and last name.

B. When participating on the phone or in person, each time a participant speaks they will state the following:
   - Full name.
   - Company. Specific requirements for Consultants include the following:
     - For Consultants or others for who a company name does not indicate a Sector affiliation, either the identity of their client on whose behalf they are speaking or, if that is not possible due to an NDA or other requirement, the Sector with which the specific client is or would be affiliated.
     - Consultants are required to identify the client or clients only the first time they speak in the meeting or if they switch client representation.
     - Consultants with Registered Proxies as posted on the Governance page of the MISO Website may refer to that list if they are representing all those clients in their comments. If they are representing a subset, the Consultant should identify the specific client or the Sector to which the client is or would be affiliated.
     - The requirements above do not apply when they serve on the Advisory Committee because, in that role, they are representing the Sector.